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ABSTRACT

Article history:

One of the cardiovascular diseases (CVD) that affect the heart is coronary artery
disease (CAD). CAD is the disease that leads to fetal death due to plaque formation
which blocked blood that carries oxygen to the human body. The tremendous trends
of death in cardiovascular disease become worrisome to cardiologists and medical
practitioners. Thus, many researchers grab the initiative to study the cardiovascular
hemodynamic parameters such as wall shear stress (WSS), blood velocity, endothelial
shear stress (ESS), and strain rate in identifying coronary artery disease factors. This
paper aims to investigate the hemodynamic parameters that lead to the formation of
coronary artery disease and the effect of the parameters on the physiological blood
flow. Few research papers were investigated and analyzed by comparing numerical
data and images from CFD analysis. Based on the study, the main hemodynamic
parameter that produced the formation of coronary artery disease are wall shear stress
and related proportionally with velocity, shear stress, and strain rate factors. The result
shows the low wall shear stress (WSS) developed the high formation of plaque in the
coronary artery and will develop stenosis in an artery leading to a decrease of lumen
size and increase of velocity near the plaque region. In conclusion, the evolutions of
computational hemodynamic study are bringing huge contributions in identifying
coronary artery disease and show a significant relationship with physiological blood
flow.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, coronary artery disease (CAD) is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in
developing countries [1]. The World Health Organization (WHO) had reported cardiovascular
diseases (CVDs) are the number one cause of death worldwide, with an estimated 17.9 million deaths
per year that include heart disease, stroke, rheumatic heart disease, and other conditions [2]. In
Malaysia, the Star online had published an article regarding the heart attack that remains the leading
cause of deaths with a total of 18,267 deaths or 15.6 % reported by the Department of Statistics
Malaysia (DOSM) [3]. CAD refers to a disease that occurs due to the formation of lesions of plaque
inside of the vascular wall, placed in the human heart. Factors that induce the formation of CAD
mainly cause by unhealthy lifestyles and other systemic factors (e.g., raised blood glucose, blood
pressure, obesity, smoking) [4]. As heart providing access to oxygen, nutrients and act as blood
transporter to the human whole body, the heart vessel become one of the vital components in the
heart itself. However, with the presence of the plaque in the vessel, the heart cannot fully function
causing abruption of heart or known as myocardial infarction (MI) in the worst cases. The severity of
plaque depends on the percentage of stenosis that occurs in a patient's coronary artery. Some
research [5-7] studies about the composition of plaques, but using different methods. Numerical and
computer simulation has been used in research [5] to determine the effect of stenosis of flow rates.
The percentage of stenosis use for the research are 0%, 20%,35%,50%,70% and 90 %. Intravascular
ultrasound (VH-IVUS) is used in Habib Samady et al., [6] research by making a comparison of wall
shear stress (WSS), plaque area, necrotic area, dense calcium area, fibrous area and fibrofatty area
for 6 months with twenty patients of CAD. Adib M.A.H.M et al., [7] have been experimenting to
visualize the blockage of a coronary artery using CardioVASS device with plaque composition of 20%,
40%, 60%, and 90%. The study shows that the high deposition rate of plaque will disturb the flow of
blood to the ends of coronary arteries. To understand the effect of the plaque distribution whether
in physiological blood flow or hemodynamically, we refer to the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
methods that have been used widely for the research of CVDs. CFD is a feasible method that has been
used for ages [1,5,8-12] in determining fluid flow and 3D model of coronary arteries. Besides studying
about factors stimulating CAD such as bifurcations of coronary artery angles [5,9,11,12], image
segmentation [8] and using finite element simulations [10], CFD can simulate an accurate flow of
coronary arteries based on any parameter given. Physiological blood flow effected when deposition
of plaque happens and causing smooth profile muscle proliferation simultaneously reduces the
luminal diameter of endothelial dysfunction. Hemodynamics in cardiovascular supplies and driving
the force for all blood flow in the body. The cardiovascular hemodynamics also represents the
governing principle of blood flow (eg. Navier-Stokes equation, Murray’s law, conservation of mass,
conservation of energy, etc) and behavior in the blood vessel (Newtonian and Non-Newtonian).
Navier-Stokes equation describes the viscous motion of fluids [13] while Murray's law describes
restrictions of size relation and flow distributions in vessel network bifurcations [14]. Physiologically,
this means that the blood flow in the cardiovascular system is equal to the change of blood pressure
divided by the system resistance. Several researchers [15,16] have done comparative studies of
cardiovascular hemodynamics for linear and nonlinear models. They observed, the heart valve shows
drastic differences in blood flow patterns and hence differences of stresses causing impact at leaflets
and vascular wall [17].
In this paper, we are studied and reviewed the importance of hemodynamic parameters that
initiates the formation of CAD simultaneously to investigate the effect of the parameters on the
physiological blood flow.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Data Extraction and Analysis
This paper focused on the agreements of authors regarding variable hemodynamic parameters
that initiates the formation of CAD. Most of the previous researchers are used multiple methods in
determining hemodynamic parameters for CAD studies. Some of the authors are using VH-IVUS, Xray angiographic method and computed tomography (CT) scan before transferred the actual imaging
of vessels into digital imaging and communication in medicine (DICOM) and CFD. Other methods used
are by choosing a particular number of patients of CAD undergoing a selective period for
observations. Here, the author may observe any unusual changes in the CAD in a long-term period.
CFD is a tool that has been used for decades in simulation and fluid flow processes. Many
researchers consider this method while underwent experimental and simulation investigation for
their research as it is time-consuming and low in cost [8,11,12,18-20]. This CFD method not only
limited to the selective field such as the mechanical and fluid field but also brings a great contribution
to medical fields. Using the CFD method, the user can extract images from scanner such as CT scan,
angiographic scan, VH-IVUS and others for real-simulation experiences. A complex calculation that
reached thousands or millions of values can easily be done using the CFD software. However, the
limitations that the user may experience are difficulties in setting the parameters of CFD such as
setting-up for meshes, velocities of fluid and others. The small changes in setting may affect the
numerical results at the end of the simulation.
2.2 Materials and Specifications
A computational study of blood flow analysis was conducted by Radhe Tado et al., [11] using CT
scan data assisted by MIMICS Research 19.0 and CFD analysis ANSYS FLUENT-14.5. The actual
coronary arteries were extracted and created a new geometry of coronary arteries. The
mathematical modeling principals used were Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation
for an incompressible fluid. Based on his research, the areas of high WSS and high flow velocities
were parallel to the plaques deposition. An analysis was conducted by Thanapong Chaichana et al.,
[12] to investigate the hemodynamic effect of simulated plaques in left coronary artery models. A
patient suspected with CAD problems was chosen before underwent a multislice angiography scan.
ANSYS CFX-CFD package (version 12-ANSYS.Inc.) was used to solve Navier-Stokes equations. The
results show that the flow velocity increased significantly due to the resultant lumen stenosis with
WSS contour values ranged from 0 Pa to 3.50 Pa observed in both Newtonian and non-Newtonian
fluid models. Mohammad Nouri et al., [8] in his research suggested that low-density lipoproteins
(LDL) in the vessel walls as the initiator of atherosclerosis and CAD problems. Simulated NonNewtonian blood flow through normal and hypertensive conditions was reconstructed from CT
images. Plasma flow and LDL transport were presented using Darcy's law and convection-diffusionreaction equation, respectively. The results show that the LDL molecules sub-endothelial
concentration was increased at local WSS, and maximized at the branch location. Results obtained
by Guiying Liu et al., [18] found that low WSS and wall pressure gradient (WPG) at bifurcations regions
coincide with the plaques points, therefore confirming the correlation between arterial geometry
variation and fluid mechanical properties. From the research analysis, it was found that low WSS
regions' values are less than or equal to 0.4 Pa while high WSS values were more than or equal to 40
Pa, which occurs at the inner wall and bifurcation angles respectively. Arnav Kumar et al., [19]
studying the relationship between severe endothelial dysfunction (EDFx) found that low WSS was
greatly contributed with severe EDFx with 71% compared to intermediate WSS (22%) and high WSS
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(23%). All 44 patients from the research conducted coronary angiography, fractional flow reserve
(FFR) and endothelial function testing. Wellnhofer et al., [21] were investigating characterize patterns
of local WSS with different types of remodeling in coronary arteries succeed in grouping the WSS
values by identifying the percentage of the exposed luminal region with WSS≤0.4 Pa, WSS≥1.5 Pa and
WSS≥15 Pa representing the low, medium and high WSS respectively. The flow simulation was
conducted with five patients with CAD, five patients with aneurysmatic CAD (AnCAD) and right
coronary arteries developed from seven controls (seven patients).
3. Results
3.1 Principle Outcome: Comparison of Methods, Equations, and Findings
The summarization of methods, equations, and findings visible in Table 1 and Table 2. All of the
authors focused on the contribution of low WSS and additional aims and relationships (EDFx,
biomechanical forces, etc.,) that related to their research respectively. Based on the tables, we can
observe that the common equations used in solving problems related to the low WSS and fluids are
Navier-Stokes equation and continuity equation that represents the blood flow. Newtonian and nonNewtonian blood models are also compared in Thanapong Chaicana et al., [12] paper, where there
are almost similar values for WSS in both blood models, representing huge similarities in WSS values
although having different blood models. Based on the [11,12,8,18,19,21] papers, we can find a
mutual agreement of the authors regarding hemodynamic parameters related significantly to the
physiological blood flow. Details of the studies can be observed in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1
Details of studied articles
Article, Year
Radhe Tado
et al., [11],
2018

Thanapong
Chaichana et
al., [12], 2012

Patients Age
(years old)
The geometry
of suspected
CAD patients
was extracted
from the CT
scan for
remodeling

Method

Results

Findings

A CT scan was used to
construct a new
geometrical model of left
coronary arteries (LCA).
MIMICS Research 19.0
and CFD analysis of ANSYS
FLUENT-14.5 were used

Plaques mostly occurred
at bifurcations areas,
side branches and
preferred outer wall of
vessel walls. Thus, the
increase of WSS and
greater velocities near
the plaques
developments regions

Data were
taken from a
sample of
suspected CAD
patients who
went under
multislice CT
angiography
scan

Extraction of the left
coronary model of
patient's data using CT
scan, DICOM software,
Analyze 7.0 software and
ANSYS ICEM CFD version
12 software. The authors
also applied MATLAB and
CFD CFX Command
Language programming to
define boundary

The authors used a
velocity of inlet values
was 0.25 m/s and the
maximum velocity was
0.30 m/s. Results
presented a higher
velocity at a post-plaque
area, with a decrease in
luminal inlet regions.
The WSS showed
decreased values in
distal segments and
pressure drops
significantly in stenotic
segments
High flow velocities were
found due to the
resultant lumen stenosis
occurred. PSG values
recorded ranged from
459.29-800 kg/m^2 to
345.71 – 629.64 kg/m^2
significantly with the
presence of the plaque.
PSG values became low
with readings range

The results presented
various ranges of values
for WSS, PSG and
velocities values. The
authors also compared
values of Newtonian and
non-Newtonian blood
model that showing
almost a huge gap of all
the parameters values
mentioned earlier with
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condition and velocities of
fluids

Mohammad
Nouri et al.,
[8], 2015

49 years old
male patients
(Kosar hospital
in Shiraz) using
64-slice Philips
CT machine

A design of schematic
computational domains
was simulated to observe
filtration flows of LDL and
blood plasma. The
mechanism of the model
included the endothelium
layer with three- pores
model.

Guiying Liu et
al., [18], 2015

Remodeling
based on an
anatomical
model of CAD
patients

Based on a real
anatomical model, the
authors designed 125 new
idealized models with
variable angulations (60,
75, 90, 105, 120 degrees)
and curvatures (30, 60,
90, 120 and 150 degrees).
The mesh had been
generated by a software
“(ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg,
PAUSA)”. Cardiac CT
imaging was used with
64-detector row helical
scanner (Aquilion 64,

from 61.79-118.57
kg/m^2s^2 to 5-61.79
kg/m^2s^2. Velocity
values increased from
23.96 to 30.50 mm/s at
plaques region during
systolic peak. The middiastolic phase showed
incremental values from
28.32 to 30.50 mm/s.
WSS values range from
0.50 -1.75 Pa with a nonNewtonian blood model
and from 0.50 Pa -0.75
Pa with a Newtonian
blood model.
Data recorded that the
percentage of the total
flows was 5%, 7%, 14%,
23%, and 51%
respectively. Results
showed that there was
disturbed blood flow in
the measurements
where irregularities of
velocity and WSS values
occurred. Average WSS
and hypertensive WSS
were 0.45 Pa and 0.92
Pa respectively. Focused
on the biomechanical
forces, low WSS
contributed to the
formation of mitosis of
endothelial cells and
formed leaky junctions
incidence. Plasma flow
released through leaky
junctions and
interrupted subendothelial aggregation
of LDL molecules
Result found that high
WSS (WSS ≥ 40 Pa)
mostly occur at the root
of the side-branch next
to the bifurcation
regions, while low WSS
(WSS≤0.4 Pa) mainly
located at the outer and
inner wall. The changes
in angulation and
curvatures affected the
WSS values and
increased risk of the
development of

the presence of plaques
on the geometrical
models. Consequently,
the blood circulation
became obstructed and
disrupted the velocity
values as main
parameters in
determining WSS values

Findings showed that the
formation of low WSS
interrupted other cells
and components that
vital to the human body,
as well as biomechanical
forces. The dependent
relationship between
WSS, velocities, and
relation with
biomechanical forces
was showed in this
paper

There was a significant
relationship between the
hemodynamics changes
with different
angulations and
curvatures of vessel
structures.
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Arnav Kumar
et al., [19],
2018

44 patients
diagnosed with
CAD underwent
EDFx testing,
coronary
angiography,
and FFR testing.

Toshiba Medical Systems,
Otawara, Japan)

vulnerable
atherosclerosis

3D Geometrical
reconstructions using
QAngio XA 3D RE (Medis
Medical Imaging Systems,
Leiden, the Netherlands)

The median age of
patients was 52 years
old. FFR mean values
were 0.94±0.06, the WSS
median was 3.67 Pa.
24% was the total EDFx
severity of patients. Low
WSS showed a higher
percentage (71%) of
severe EDFx rather than
intermediate (22%) and
high WSS (23%).

Low WSS had a high
percentage in severe
EDFx cases compared to
intermediate and high
WSS

Data showed that
aneurysmatic CAD
largely exposed to low
WSS, while CAD graph
shows elevated WSS
trends

WSS affect the
reconstruction of blood
vessels

Meshing process using
the finite element library
LifeV
Acetylcholine (Ach)
infusion was used to
determine the severity of
EDFx in patients. Patients
with >10%
vasoconstriction were
identified as severe EDFx
cases

E.Wellnhofer
et al., [21],
2009

Controls are 7
patients (4
female, age
52±17 years)
CAD group
consist of 5
patients (one
female, age
50±10 years)
The
aneurysmatic
group
comprises of 5
patients (one
female, 58±14
years)

Low WSS were defined
with (<1 Pa), intermediate
(1 to 2.5 Pa), or high (>2.5
Pa)
Retrospective data
analysis
CFD flow FLUENT 6
(ANSYS Fluent
Inc.Lebanon, USA)
analysis (biplane
angiographic projections)

The severity of EDFx
related to the low WSS
until reached WSS values
of < 1 Pa
Low WSS was non-linear
with the severity of EDFx

Severe cases
demonstrated WSS < 0.4
Pa
Patients with obstructive
diseases showed WSS >
15 Pa exposed luminal
area
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Table 2
Equation involved in studied articles
Article, Year
Radhe Tado
et al., [11],
2018

Equation
Navier-Stokes
equation
Continuity
equation for
incompressible
fluid
Non-Newtonian
blood model
Carreau model

Thanapong
Chaichana et
al., [12],
2012

Newtonian and
non-Newtonian
blood model
Generalized
power law

Mohammad
Nouri et al.,
[8], 2015

Numerical Equation
Navier-Stokes equation:
𝜌(

𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝑉. ∇𝑉) = −∇𝜏 − ∇𝑃) [22]

Continuity equation:
∇. 𝑉 =0 [23]
Non-Newtonian Carreau model
𝑛−1
𝑎

𝜇(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝜇∞ + (𝜇𝑜 − 𝜇∞ ) [1 + (𝜆𝛾̇ (𝑥, 𝑡)𝑎 ]

) [24]

𝑉 is two-dimensional velocity vector,t the time, Prefer
to the pressure, 𝜌 is density, 𝜏 is the stress tensor, 𝜇𝑜
is the zero-shear rate viscosity, 𝜇∞ is the infinite shear
rate viscosity, 𝜆 is a parameter and n refer to the
dimensionless parameter
Newtonian,non-Newtonian blood model equation and
generalized power law equation:
𝜇 = 𝜆(𝛾̇ | 𝛾̇ |𝑛(𝑦)−1
|𝛾̇ |
−𝑏
𝜆(𝛾̇ ) = 𝜇∞ + ∆𝜇 exp [− (1 + ) exp ( |𝛾̇ | )],
𝑛(𝛾̇ ) = 𝑛∞ + ∆𝑛 ex [𝑡 − (1 +

𝑎
|𝛾̇ |

−𝑑

The magnitude of the local pressure gradient:

Navier-Stokes
equation

p is defined as the pressure in the area of the interest,
u,v,w, are referring to the Cartesian x,y,z coordinates
in blood flow velocity
Continuity and Navier-Stokes equation:
∇. 𝑉1 = 0; [28]
𝜌𝑏 (𝑉1 . ∇𝑉1 ) = −∇. 𝜏 − ∇𝑝1 [29]

Continuity
equation
Navier-Stokes
equation
Generalized
power law
The fraction of
leaky cells
KedemKatchalsky
equation
Hydraulic
conductivity
Diffusive
permeability of
leaky junctions

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑝 2
)

𝑑𝑤

No notes available

) exp ( |𝛾̇ | )], [26]

𝑐

The magnitude
of local pressure
gradient

√( )2 + ( )2 + (

Notes
A Carreau model was
used to compare two
different Newtonian
and non-Newtonian
flows with a simpler
and steady oscillatory
flow in straight and
curved pipe geometries
[25]. The authors stated
that Carreau models
can predict
hemodynamics
parameters more
accurately.

[27]

Generalized power law:
𝜇𝑏 = 0.1 𝛾̇ 𝑛−1 [30]
|𝛾̇ |
−3
𝜆(𝛾̇ ) = 0.035 + 0.25 exp [− (1 + ) exp ( )], [31]
|𝛾̇ |

50

𝑛(𝛾̇ ) = 1.0 − 0.45 exp [− (1 +

|𝛾̇ |
50

−4

) exp (|𝛾̇ |)] [32]

Variously referred
equations from other
authors were cited in
this paper to achieve
mutual understanding
regarding the equation
for arterial lumen and
the three-pore model
presented in this paper

Fraction leaky cells equation:
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑦 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
𝜙 =
=

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

(#𝐿𝐶) (

𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠

) [23]

Kedem-Katchalsky equation:
𝐽𝑣,𝑖 = 𝐿𝑝,𝑖 (Δ𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝜎𝑑,𝑖 Δ𝜋 𝑒𝑛𝑑 ) [33]
𝐽𝑠,𝑖 = 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓,𝑖 Δ𝐶 𝑒𝑛𝑑 + (1 − 𝜎𝑓,𝑖 )𝐽𝑣,𝑗 𝐶

𝑒𝑛𝑑

[34]

Hydraulic conductivity equation:
𝐿𝑝,𝑙𝑗 =

4𝑤3
3𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝜇𝑝 𝑙𝑙𝑗

. 𝜙 [35]

Diffusive permeability of leaky junctions:
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Diffusion
coefficient
equation
Darcy’s law
Convectiondiffusion
equation

𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓,1𝑗 =

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑦 𝑗𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠

(1 − 𝛼𝑙𝑗 )𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑙𝑗

[26]
Diffusion coefficient through leaky junction equation:
3
𝐷𝑙𝑗 = 𝐷𝑙 (1 − 𝛼𝑙𝑗 )(1 − 1.004𝑎𝑙𝑗 + 0.418𝑎𝑙𝑗
−
5
0.169𝑎𝑙𝑗 ) [10]
Darcy’s law equation:
𝑉𝑤 =

𝐾𝑝
𝜇𝑃

∇𝑃𝑤 [36]

∇. 𝑉𝑤 = 0 [37]
Convection-diffusion equation:
𝐾𝑙𝑎𝑔 𝑉𝑤 ∇𝐶𝑤 − 𝐷𝑤 ∇𝐶𝑤 + 𝜏𝑤 𝐶𝑤 = 0 [38]
Generally, 𝑉1 is the velocity vector, 𝜌1 is the pressure,
𝜌𝑏 is defined as blood density, 𝜏 is the stress tensor, 𝜇𝑏
is the blood viscosity, 𝐽𝑣,𝑖 is the volume flux, 𝐽𝑠,𝑖 is the
solute flux, 𝐿𝑝,𝑖 is the hydraulic conductivity, Δ𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑 ,
Δ𝜋 𝑒𝑛𝑑 , Δ𝐶 𝑒𝑛𝑑 are the pressure drop, osmotic pressure
difference and the solute concentration difference
𝑒𝑛𝑑

Guiying Liu
et al., [18],
2015

Newtonian fluid
blood model
Continuity and
incompressible
Navier-Stokes
equation

Arnav Kumar
et al., [19],
2018

Blood assumed
to be
incompressible
Newtonian
blood
Incompressible
Navier-Stokes
equation
Murray’s law

across the endothelium layer, 𝐶 . 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓,𝑖 is the
solute permeability through the pathway, 𝜎𝑑,𝑖 and 𝜎𝑓,𝑖
are the osmotic and solvent reflection coefficients,
respectively. The 𝑤 is the width, 𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is the radius of
leaky junctions, 𝑙𝑙𝑗 is the length of the leaky junctions,
𝑉𝑤 is the velocity vector of transmural flow, 𝑃𝑤 is the
pressure within the wall, 𝐾𝑝 is constant
(1.2 𝑥 10−18 𝑚2 ), 𝜇𝑝 is constant (0.001 Pa s), 𝐶𝑤 is the
LDL concentration with the wall, 𝐾𝑙𝑎𝑔 is constant =
0.1486 is the LDL coefficient, 𝐷𝑤 = 8.0 𝑥 10−13 𝑚2 𝑠 −1
is the effective diffusivity of LDL molecules trough
arterial wall and 𝑟𝑤 = 3.0 𝑥 10−4 𝑠 −1 is the
consumption rate constant of LDL molecules
Continuity and incompressible Navier-Stokes equation
𝑑𝑣
𝜌 + 𝜌(𝑣. ∇)𝑣 = −∇𝑃 + 𝜌𝑔 + 𝜇∇2 𝑣 [28]
𝑑𝑡
∇. 𝑣 = 0 [9]
𝑢 refer to the fluid velocity vector, P is fluid pressure,
𝜌 is blood density, 𝑣 is velocity,∇2 is Laplacian
operator, 𝜇 is dynamic viscosity, 𝑔 is the gravity
constant
Navier-Stokes equation:
𝑑𝑢
∇𝑃
+ 𝑢. ∇= − + 𝑣∇2 𝑢 [39]
𝑑𝑡

𝜌

Murray’s law
𝐷13∗ = 𝐷23∗ = 𝐷33∗ [40,41]
𝑢 refer to the fluid velocity vector, P is fluid pressure,
𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑣 is kinematic viscosity while ∇2
is Laplacian operator

The authors used the
ratio of WSS and ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑊𝑆𝑆,
the ratio parameter of
pressure drop between
the proximal inlet with
peak systole of the
distal outlet to the
identified surface
response curve
Based on the paper
context, Murray's law is
defined as weights of
the flux of the arterial
branch, including the
distal portion of the
target vessel,
concerning the
neighbor [40,41]

D refers to the diameter of the arterial branch
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E.
Wellnhofer
et al., [21],
2009

Steady flow
Navier-Stokes
(momentum
and mass
conservation)
Blood modeled
with Newtonian
Reynold’s
number

Navier-Stokes equation:
𝑑𝑢
∇𝑃
+ 𝑢. ∇= − + 𝑣∇2 𝑢 [34]
𝑑𝑡

No notes available

𝜌

Reynold’s number
𝜌𝑈𝑙
𝑅𝑒 =
𝜇
𝑢 refer to the fluid velocity vector, P is fluid pressure,
𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑣 is kinematic viscosity while ∇2
is Laplacian operator

3.2 Secondary Outcome: Hemodynamic Parameters and Blood Flow Patterns
Hemodynamics can be defined as physical principles governing the movement of blood through
the circulatory system [42-44]. The related hemodynamic parameters that contribute to the
formation of CAD usually differ inflow of blood (laminar flow, turbulent flow, etc), shear stress and
oscillatory flows [45]. Each of the parameters is highly crucial as small changes in the parameters will
bring adverse effects on one's health. Vanderlaan et al., [45] state that the areas of the laminar flow
are parallel with the development of plaques. Although the hemodynamic parameters are not the
only factors, the authors achieve an agreement where they are the pioneer in the development of
the lesions [45]. Meanwhile, blood flow patterns described the behavior of the blood. Newtonian
and non-Newtonian blood are examples of widely used principles in determining blood flow in
experimental and simulation cases. These blood principles mainly include the viscosity level and
shear rates of blood flow. Table 3 shows summarize the hemodynamic parameter definitions and the
patterns of blood flow that are related to this research.
Table 3
The terminology of arterial hemodynamics [31]
Terms
Endothelial shear
stress (ESS)
Shear rate

Newtonian blood
behavior
Non-Newtonian
blood behavior
Laminar flow
Undisturbed
laminar blood
flow
Disturbed laminar
blood flow

Turbulent blood
flow

Definition
The tangential force derived by the friction of the flowing blood on the endothelial surface. It is
the product of the shear rate at the wall and the blood viscosity (µ).
The spatial gradient of blood velocity, which describes how fast the blood velocity increases
from areas at the arterial wall toward areas at the center of the lumen (ie, dv/dy, where dv is
changed inflow velocity unit and dy is changed in the unit of radial distance from the wall).
Physiologically, the shear rate decreases at the center of the lumen and gradually increases
toward the wall.
Constant blood viscosity independent of shear rate. In large-sized arteries (e.g., aorta) blood
behaves largely in a Newtonian fashion.
Non-constant blood viscosity was inversely related to the shear rate. Blood has non-Newtonian
properties, especially in veins, small-sized arteries, and in the microcirculation.
Smooth, streamlined blood flow where viscous forces prevail against inertial forces.
Smooth streamlined flow characterized by concentric layers of blood moving in parallel along
the course of the artery. The highest velocity is found at the center of the lumen, whereas the
lowest velocity occurs along the wall. Uniform laminar blood flow primarily occurs in relatively
straight arterial segments.
Disturbed laminar flow characterized by reversed flow (I.e, flow separation, recirculation, and
reattachment to forward flow). Disturbing laminar flow occurs in arterial segments with
geometric irregularities (e.g., curvatures, branches, bifurcations), or upstream and downstream
of stenosis.
Flow in which the blood velocity at any given point varies continuously over time, even though
the overall flow is steady. In turbulent flow, the inertial forces are more significant than viscous
forces. Turbulent blood flow rarely occurs but has been described in the human aorta at peak
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Steady blood flow

systole, during heavy exercise in much of the central arterial system, distal to severe stenosis
(>75 %), and in aneurysms.
Blood flow in which velocity does not vary with time. This type of flow does not occur in vivo;
however, it has been largely used in computational fluid dynamic studies.

4. Discussion
4.1 Hemodynamic Parameters
Hemodynamic parameters such as WSS mainly become the relevant parameter that initiates
problems related to the CVDs. VanderLaan et al., [45] in their paper stated the hemodynamic
parameters encourage the formation of atherosclerosis accompanied by other factors for instance
changes in the arterial vasculature. Consequently, resulting in unparalleled flow parameters in
vasculature regions. The assumptions were supported by Wellnhofer et al., [21] where they claimed
the WSS had a significant effect on the remodeling of the vessel wall. The results from their research
showed in severe cases, WSS values reached less than 0.4Pa and become worst with obstructive
patients, WSS values increased tremendously with values higher than 15 Pa. These conditions proved
the importance of WSS and geometrical modeling respectively. The research made by Arnav Kumar
et al., [19] who studies the relationship between EDFx and WSS identified the low WSS had a higher
percentage in severe EDFx cases rather than intermediate and high WSS. Jacques Ohayon et al., [46]
explained the local arterial wall was related to the WSS and flow-induced shear stress by the pressure
of the blood and contraction of myocardial. The research studied by Guiying Liu et al., [18] focused
on bifurcation and angulations areas with WSS. From their research, they had concluded the low WSS
commonly occurred at the inner and outer wall of coronary vessels with WSS less than 0.4Pa and
high WSS mostly occurred at bifurcation regions with WSS more than 40Pa. The statements regarding
developments of WSS at bifurcations areas were proven by Radhe Tado et al., [11] who confirmed
the plaques distribution mostly happened at complex curvatures and near bifurcations areas, leading
to increased flow velocities and WSS values adjacents to plaques area.
4.2 Effect of Hemodynamic Parameters to Physiological Blood Flow
The hemodynamic parameters generate the formation of plaques that will break the circulation
of blood and cause backflow in severe cases. The velocity of blood flow increased due to the
formation of plaques that narrowing the lumen size. The lesion will induce atherosclerosis and within
the time, the plaque becomes huge and forming a bulk of plaques, rupturing the coronary artery.
Mohammad Nouri et al., [8] were studying regarding atherosclerosis and sub-endothelial
accumulation of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) molecules founded. There was disturbing blood flow
where irregularities of WSS and velocities values happened. The authors used three pore models
represented as endothelium boundary conditions, plasma flows and LDL transport. The endothelium
pathways were divided into three divisions, known as leaky junctions, vesicles, and normal junctions.
Based on their research, the LDL molecules that flow in endothelium layers passed through leaky
junctions, forming LDL accumulation and increased atherosclerosis risk. They founded that the
escaped LDL molecules mainly associated with the low WSS regions. Thus, resulting in interrupted
flow conditions, where the percentages of total flow recorded were 5 %, 7 %, 14 %, 23 %, and 51 %
respectively on the arterial branches where major disturbed flows happened. An experiment was
conducted by Mohd Adib et al., [7] showed a simulated physiological blood flow with different
percentages of plaques blockage (20 %, 40 %, 60 %, and 90 %) was exactly imitated the real condition
where the blood cannot reach full regions of coronary arteries. According to the authors, the patients
may experiences shortness of breaths and other related CAD symptoms due to the formation of the
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plaques. Based on Figure 1, the backflow of blood that happened due to the enormous regions
conquered by plaques deposition with other invisible biomechanical forces changed simultaneously
with the arising problems of atherosclerosis.

Fig. 1. Percentage of blocked coronary arteries due to the presence of plaques this image obtained from
visual images using the CardioVASS device [7]

Figure 2 shows the effect of plaque formation in the coronary artery region. The atherosclerotic
plaque caused differences in shear stress distribution. Incoming shear stress before plaque path is
low and high when passing through atherosclerotic plaque from oscillatory shear stress after passing
the plaque region. The oscillatory shear stress then resulting in the formation of a vortex in the
coronary artery region. The irregularities form in the coronary artery were due to the plaque
formation that may result in inflammation and other symptoms related to the patient-specific CAD.

Fig. 2. Differential distribution of shear stress proximal to a lumenprotruding atherosclerotic plaque in a normal arterial segment [1]

Figure 3 shows the coronary artery model using CFD analysis where the formation of the possible
plaques may occur as stated in (a) and (b). The diagram described the pre-plaque and post-plaque
situations during the systolic and mid-diastolic peak of time (c) and (d). The red region in Figure 3
shows that the velocity was the highest in the region and the lowest velocity indicates the blue region.
Plaque may happen in the region which had the highest velocity of blood flow and frequently
appeared on the bifurcation of the coronary arteries where low WSS was developed [47].
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Fig. 3. Flow rate observed in simulated preplaque and post-plaque models at 0.4 s
systolic maximum and 0.7 s mid-diastolic
level (a)(b)(c)(d). Arrows indicate the
anatomical locations where plaques can
spread to low flow areas [12]

4.3 Limitations
The inconsistency of data gains influenced by many factors for instance variation of methods use,
different assumptions of the physiological boundary of blood flow, agreement regarding mutual
parameters for coronary artery and contradiction of geometry meshes in CFD. A big scale of studies
must be conducted to ensure the reliability of the data used [48,49]. In the future, all of the
limitations must be overcome to gain an accurate solution for CAD problems while the use of CFD
analyses is not denied in contributing huge benefaction in solving CAD problems. The weaknesses
identified from most of the previous research using the CFD analysis method were the setting of the
parameters such as boundary conditions. Many researchers found that the prediction on the CFD
parameter values was quite challenging [50]. Some researchers need to simulate a few more times
to gain the exact parameters [51]. Major assumptions made by researchers are the inflow and
outflow of the coronary artery model [52] that sometimes not identical to the patient’s blood flow
[53]. This will result in a different collection of data compared with real condition data. Another rising
problem in the simulation process was choosing a precise method in developing accurate images of
the CAD models.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, the usage of CFD in determining CAD problems has brought a huge contribution
especially in detected the main important hemodynamic parameters on physiological blood flow
studies. Overall, the researchers achieved mutual agreements that WSS induces and activates the
development of CAD accompanied by other hemodynamics parameters as mentioned earlier in Table
1 and Table 2. Low WSS acts as an initiator, before changing to median and high WSS that worsen
the condition of the coronary artery by making the progression of plaque and increasing
inflammatory symptoms for the patients. As WSS is a tangential factor, patients or researchers
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cannot block the formation of atherosclerosis or CAD from happening but can study the symptoms
and control lifestyles of patients.
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